
 

It's been a quiet week here, more due to the rain than anything else. We've had so

much that getting anything done has been difficult! I just this trend continues

come July when we typically see our driest conditions. We're also very behind on

our garden installation. This property has never been farmed and surely has never

seen a garden. Our lack of preparations is less due to our own preparations and

more due to Chris' dad being unable to get his tractor to us. The rain has made

things quite muddy! Our youngest daughter turns 1 next week so our Memorial

Day deadline will not be met. That's life and we work with what we have! We

already decided to scale back the garden and use mostly transplants when we can

so we don't have to depend on seeds that get a late start.

Speaking of seeds! Next week I'll be posting a blog post about our failed attempt at

seed starting and how we overcame! Back in this post, I shared our initial attempt

at starting our seeds. I can gladly say, this time around we are on the right track

and I'm so excited! I've never been successful at starting seeds indoors but the

product I used this time has boosted my confidence a bit. I'll give you one hint:

organic fabric.

Today I will be the very lucky recipient of a spinal steroid injection due to an
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injury I received while at the gym. Fingers crossed and wishful thinking that this

is the key to getting things under control so I can get back to being more active. I'll

be a little quiet on social media for a few days but please don't let that discourage

you from reading our most recent content here and here or reaching out with any

questions or comments.

And always remember to #lovethelifeyoulive,

 

Christina
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